CL100 DigiLock

By taking our standard **CL100 Mortise** and adding the functionality of a **Digital Lock**, we can offer customers high security that is upgradeable (by changing pin numbers) and dependable.

This lock can be set to “slam lock” which means every time the door is closed it is locked and requires pin code access to open. There is an added function of dual security - this lock can be supplied with pin code plus key access, meaning you need both access passes to get in!

Finishes available: SCP.

**Construction**

Case: Diecast Zinc
Internal Parts: Bronze/Brass
Screws, springs etc: Stainless Steel
Faceplate & striker: Brushed Stainless Steel

**Finish Options & Configurations**

- **Satin Chrome**
  - CL100B5006 DigiLock
  - CL100B5007 DigiLock + Key

For other configurations, including Exit Free options, please refer to the CL100 brochure (available from the CaviLock section on our website).

Digital locks are easily programmable and full instructions are included.
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